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LONGi leads the solar PV industry to a new heights with product

innovations and optimized power-cost ratio with breakthrough

monocrystalline technologies. LONGi supplies more than 30GW of high-

efficiency solar wafers and modules worldwide yearly, about a quarter of

global market demand. LONGi is recognized as the world’s most valuable

solar technology company with the highest market value. Innovation

and sustainable development are two of LONGi’s core values.



World’s record for P-Type monocrystalline cell and module efficiency. World’s largest scale in monocrystalline silicon wafers, monocrystalline modules and

bifacial modules deliveries. World's healthiest solar company in financial strength, according to the latest BloombergNEF report. LONGi demonstrates its

leadership in the PV industry in energy transformation. LONGi's products fulfilled 15% of new energy installations in the world each year, and is the world's

largest supplier of power generation equipment in the PV sector.
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Adhering to the philosophy of stable operation and sustainable development, LONGi has maintained a low asset-liability ratio through the years.

The strong return on asset, good profitability and proven bankability has been validated and recognized by industry authorities.



From its humble beginnings in Y2000, LONGi progressed from the first era of developing expertise

in semiconductor technology, to the 2nd era of promoting technological innovations in

monocrystalline silicon wafers; then to the 3rd era of promoting monocrystalline to the

mainstream and finally to today’s new era of using solar energy technology to re-green the earth's

ecology. Every of LONGi’s successive technological innovations brought about industrial

transformations.

2000
Established

2005
Formation of annual production 
capacity of 30 tons silicon ingot

2012
A-share market listing

2014
World’s No.1 in production of 
monocrystalline silicon wafer

￮ RCz Ingot pulling

￮ Diamond Wire Slicing Technology

￮ M1/M2 Silicon standard



With every milestone achieved, LONGi has driven the industry forward, propelling the

transformation of the PV industry through innovations and sustainable developments.

2015
Entered solar cell and module market
World’s No.1 in shipment of monocrystalline module

2018
The world's most valuable PV manufacturer
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Headquarters
Xi’an, China Japan Office

Tokyo, Japan

India Office
New Delhi, India

LONGi Lerri
Shanghai, China

U.S.A Office
San Ramon, U.S.A

Germany Office
Frankfurt, Germany

Australia Office
Sydney, Australia

Malaysia Factory
Kuching, Malaysia

India Factory
(Planning)

Domestic Factory
• Xi’an, Shaanxi

• Taizhou, Jiangsu

• Wuxi, Jiangsu

• Quzhou, Zhejiang

• Hefei/Chuzhou, Anhui

• Datong, Shanxi

• Yinchuan, Ningxia

• Zhongning, Ningxia

• Baoshan/Lijiang/Chuxiong, Yunnan

Customer satisfaction is one of LONGi’s core values. LONGi has photovoltaic manufacturing bases for global scale in production and a worldwide marketing

network that provide customers with localized services and support, such as project design, product specifications, cooperation planning, business support,

logistics and on-site services.



From standard monocrystalline, PERC monocrystalline, bifacial, to the newly unveiled Hi-MO4 modules with the new M6 (166mm) wafer, every of LONGi’s

new product spearheads the transformation of the PV industry.



LONGi Hi-MO 4 series products are monocrystalline bifacial modules using the new

M6 (166mm) silicon wafer that delivers the highest power in the modules. LONGi's

advanced R&D technology led the upgrade of silicon wafer size from M2 to M6, and

ushers in the era of the 166mm standard. LONGi M6 silicon wafer technology

enhances the power of the modules, with front side power up to 450W. The results

are BOS savings and the lowest LCOE for the photovoltaic project.
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￮ Hi-MO 4 is available in bifacial and 
monofacial (hi-MO4m) variants 



LONGi Hi-MO X integrates the thress advantages of high power density, innovative

circuit design and sleek appearance. It is a shingled module developed by LONGi over

three years of research and development. Hi-MO X strikes a balance between aesthetics

and efficiency, and perfectly compliments rooftop applications.
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The highest cost-performance ratio of bifacial modules is achieved with P-type mono PERC technology of which LONGi has led in large-scale

commercialization.



Bifacial modules’ low attenuation, high rearside energy and the additional albedo gain provide the optimal cost-performance ratio, making this one of the

standardized product types today. As of August 2019, LONGi’s shipments of bifacial PERC modules have exceeded 2.4GW, ranking 1st in the world.



High power generation and excellent reliability throughout the product life cycle are fundamental to LONGi’s products. From silicon wafer technology with

lowest degradation to module design technology that can resist the harshest environments, LONGi tests product quality rigorously and validate them

independently. LONGi works with third-party organizations, set up demonstration power stations around the world and continuously tracks the performance of

every product in their lifecycle.
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In addition to standard tests, LONGi’s photovoltaic products demonstrated excellent performance in rigorous stress tests conducted by independent

third parties.



LONGi's innovations are not just limited to technology. The company hopes to integrate innovations and create an open, collaborative platform. This is

essentially a new way to connect with industrial partners, universities, research institutes, PV start-ups, as well as customers and colleagues. In a ecosystem, all

elements come together in active collaboration and interaction that enables us to design innovative solutions to drive the solar-led energy transformation.



Solar power has become the largest new source of electricity installed each year since grid parity is achieved in many regions. The trend is accelerating. As the

pace of transition from fossil fuels to electricity increases, the world's demand for electric energy is also undergoing a new round of transformation. In order to

meet this strong, continuous demand brought by the energy transformation, LONGi has made an ambitious capacity expansion plan, adhering to the business

philosophy of "leading, expanding production with advanced technology", where every new production capacity is a new upgrade of product technology.



With “Solar for Solar”, LONGi is building towards achieving 100% in clean energy consumption. LONGi always had sustainable management as a core criteria

for business decision-making, including continuous investments in innovation and research, advocating an open corporate culture and promoting scientific

institutional research. At the same time, LONGi has been leading continuous changes in electric power and energy, promoting the sustainable development of

the planet and mankind. It is LONGi’s vision and roadmap that Earth will be completely green and self-sustainable in the first half of this century.
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